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Search & Browse for Log Files

Range-
specific 

data 
retrieval

Task:

Given any chronologically 
organized log file, retrieve all 
pertinent information in a 
specified date range.



Search & Browse for Log Files

Search 
Utility

Task:

Given some properties of a job 
(Globus ID, PBS ID, username, 
time, status, etc.), determine 
other properties of the job.



Search & Browse for Log Files

Range-
specific 

data 
retrieval

Search 
Utility

Provides 
relevant input 
to search on

Provides time 
window as 
result of 
search

Support Services and Tools Requirements, 5.2



Log file range retrieval

“grep” information from a log of any format
Command line utility
Preset and user-defined date templates describe 
format
Additional flags control information retrieved
Regular expressions strengthen search

Implemented in perl
regular expressions “on the fly”

Output for human browsing or further 
processing



Range retrieval illustration

Show sample output here



Job information search utility

Search for PBS or Globus ID(s) given user 
name and approximate time of submission

Store and rank search results

Parse ID from job handle or gram log file
Construct a timeline for a known ID
Infer PBS ID from Globus ID, or vice versa
Construct time window for a job to facilitate 
retrieval of relevant resource history



Search: Implementation
Perl

Module for each search and parse action
Call from perl or command line

Runs on resource
Central interface can retrieve information from 
scripts run on each resource and return results

Specific to Globus/PBS
Relies on their conventions and peculiarities
Necessitated by lack of uniformity, standards
Common to Cluster Ohio, Alliance Grid Testbed, 
TeraGrid



Illustration: Text menu











Python GUI

Calls command line versions of perl 
subroutines
Rapid information retrieval with 
cascading input







Deployment requirements

“Verbose” logging: globus/job manager 
configuration
Keep log files
Standard or published log locations
Installation of scripts on grid resources



Future possibilities

Usage
Quick problem tracing
Focused human assessment

Further development
Windows implementation
Java interface
Incorporation of other job managers


